Whinge- our friend and
Berkshire Hash House
Harrier

O

ur good friend and long-time Hasher, Whinge (Ian Pearson), passed away this May
weekend after a decade-long battle with cancer. Our thoughts and best wishes are very
much with his wife, TC (Dee) and family at this difficult time.

Though sad at losing him, we are happy to have had the privilege of knowing and spending time
with him. Let’s take a look back at some of his life.
Whinge is wearing the bright green T-shirt in the below picture and is sitting in the middle of
everyone who attended the Hawaiian Hash a while ago.

Whinge was delighted to be at or near the centre of things and had a great capacity to laugh at
himself as well as with others. As his Hash name implies, he was perfectly happy to moan about
almost anything when the mood took him and he quite enjoyed a bit of irascibility. However, as
soon as anyone started taking the mickey out of him he would join in, his face creasing into that
well-known smile.
Those of us who were there fondly remember Whinge and TC’s Hash and real wedding. Both
were fantastic fun events with the former based on a pirate theme and the latter being raucously
celebrated on a Thames disco boat. Both show Whinge’s joy of living. He thoroughly enjoyed the
BH3 Hash Holidays in Devon and Dorset, looking incredibly glamorous as a bridesmaid to Swallow
and SlowSucker during their Hash wedding in 2021.
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He also enjoyed short holidays at various caravan parks with TC, WaveRider, NappyRash, Donut
and me. Even when he was not feeling too well in recent years he would be out on country walks,
enjoying a drink or playing daft card games in the evening with us and laughing uproariously.
Whinge bore his illness and pain bravely, very rarely complaining about either or the effects of the
treatments he had to undergo. In all of this his wife, TC, unfailingly supported and cared for him.
We, like her, will miss him terribly.
Words are inadequate at a time like this and this short piece can’t hope to describe fully Whinge
and his life. Below are some pictures from a life well-lived that illustrate the happy times we
enjoyed with our good friend. Rest in peace, Whinge. We will always remember you.

Whinge enjoys a gin cocktail at the Bombay Sapphire distillery.

Carousing with TC et al at West Bay in 2019.
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Glamorous chief bridesmaid at Swallow
and SlowSucker's wedding, with
Hashgate and NappyRash.

The Hash pub requested
'smart/casual' wear.
Whinge sported both!

The 'Pirate' Hash wedding. With Hashgate, BillyBullshit, bride TC, groom Whinge, Shandyman, Shitfer, NappyRash.
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At Gateshead with NappyRash, Whinge, Hashgate and Shitfer before Maidenhead FC's crushing 7-1 defeat.

Happy times on The Cobb at sunny Lyme Regis.

On Inn Whinge
Hashgate
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